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Abstract 

Analysis of code coverage supports different activities of software development. Coverage on 
assembly instruction level is especially important for applications with response time constraints and 
for the improvement of test suites in safety-related applications. Assembly instruction coverage 
should correspond to coverage at the higher level, i.e. program lines. We discuss the problem of their 
inconsistencies. To support the coverage analysis a tool was created that integrates different analyzers 
for C++ programs and combines their outcomes (line coverage, assembly instruction coverage and 
profile, and fault injection results). We report experiments conducted to investigate the relation 
between line and assembly instruction coverage on the set of programs. Discrepancy between 
measured coverage was observed in more than 50% of code. The statistical relations between code 
coverage and static and dynamic features of the code are also discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Analysis of code coverage is a major attribute in the software verification [1-3]. It can 
be used as a criterion for quality evaluation of a test suite. It can also assist development of 
new efficient test cases based on coverage. Code coverage brings information about the 
source code areas (usually code lines) that were used during a program run or set of runs. In 
some applications, more detailed data about coverage is needed, in particular, on the 
assembly instruction level. It is especially important for applications with response time 
constraints. In safety-related applications assembly instruction coverage and profile can 
assist improvement of test suites and optimization of diagnostic routines (e.g. only used 
resources have to be examined). That cannot be achieved without the binary code analysis. 

Coverage shown by different tools measuring line coverage of the same program can 
be different and ambiguous. To cope with this problem and view the detailed results of 
coverage, a tool - Coverage Analyzer [4] was developed. The Coverage Analyzer combines 
the coverage outcomes from different levels. It supports also viewing of other static and 
dynamic features of the programs, and relates them to the code lines and assembly 
instructions. It is especially helpful in the development of the safety-related applications.  

Sec. 2 introduces basic concepts of code coverage analysis. The developed Coverage 
Analyzer tool is presented in Sec. 3. Results of exemplary analysis are given in Sec. 4. 
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2. CODE COVERAGE ANALYSIS  

Coverage analyzers deliver useful information about code coverage using different 
granularity levels and different metrics, e.g. coverage of modules, libraries, files, blocks, 
methods, lines of code, assembler instructions, p-use and c-use coverage. It is required, for 
instance, for the safety critical software to be rigorously verified. Most of the safety critical 
software needs to be certified by a competent authority depending on the specific industry 
regulations. For example, 100% requirements coverage and structural coverage is 
mandatory for the components categorized as DO178B level "A" software [5]. 

A measure commonly used by the tools is line coverage [6,7]. It takes one line of a 
source code as a basic analyzed unit. Therefore one analyzed unit depends on the 
programming language and habits of a programmer and it can correspond to a part, one or 
few statements of the source code. In general, line coverage defines a mapping of any 
source line into a pair of two values: 

 
 LineCover(l)  = <cat, call_num >                  (2.1) 

 
where:     l  − number of a source line, 

cat − line category, for example a) a proper source code fully executed, b) a 
proper source code partially executed or c) comment or other line, not taken 
into account while calculating the final line coverage (in %). 

call_num - number of executions of the lth source line (given only for the proper 
code lines), that takes integer values equal to or greater than zero. 

One statement of high-level languages corresponds to a set of instructions at the 
assembly language level. If we have coverage view of the assembly instructions and their 
associations to the code lines, we can observe discrepancies between numbers of instruction 
execution and numbers of line execution. Moreover, comparing line coverage calculated by 
different tools we can observe differences in line execution. 

3. COVERAGE ANALIZER 

Coverage Analyzer is a tool developed in order to support program analysis. It 
integrates measures collected by IBM Rational Pure Coverage tool [6] as well as static and 
dynamic coverage calculated by the FITS and DInjector fault injection systems developed 
in our Institute ([8, 9] and references). These tools realize so-called golden run executions 
of the application under consideration (without fault disturbances) in order to collect some 
reference information. Details can be found in [8]. Generally, during the golden run, 
selected parts of the analyzed program are executed in the CPU single-step mode - the 
machine instruction trace is saved. Moreover, some statistical data is collected (e.g. CPU 
registers and other resources usage, mnemonic and binary code statistic). All those 
measures are calculated in correspondence to the static code image (single machine 
instruction instance) as well as to the dynamic profile (number and sequence of instructions 
executed). In particular, the machine instructions with the corresponding number of their 
executions are obtained – the coverage at the binary code level. 

The main purpose of the Coverage Analyzer is to visualize the coverage over the 
source code lines. A user can observe applications code lines together with the number of 
their executions for considered test set. If a given source line was executed at least once, the 
user can expand that line into the set of corresponding assembly instructions (based on the 
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data collected during the golden run of the application conducted by our fault injection 
systems) and see the number of executions at the binary level. So, the user can drill down 
into the assembly language level of the binaries of investigated application. To correlate the 
assembly instructions with the source code level lines the debugging information of the 
analyzed applications is used. The tool uses Microsoft’s dbghelp.dll library to map binary 
addresses from executable modules with the corresponding source code line and symbols 
(e.g. variables, function entry points). 

Another goal of the Coverage Analyzer is to visualize the fault sensitivity of the source 
code lines and their corresponding assembly instructions. The detailed results of fault 
injection experiments conducted with FITS and DInjector simulators can be also loaded 
into the considered tool. In each single test (application execution disturbed by the fault) 
within the experiment conducted by our fault simulators, the fault triggering moment is 
defined as a set of given assembly instruction address and its execution iteration during the 
test (the pair of instruction address A and its iteration I). The fault distribution over the 
code space (the A parameter) and time (related to the I parameter) is managed by fault 
simulators (different strategies are helpful in the fault sensitivity analysis [8]). Usually, 
injected faults mimic the SEU effects (single single-bit inversions) in CPU registers or 
memory (either within the code and data). Other fault models are also possible and were 
also considered in the research [8].  

After injecting the fault (actually by simulating its effect - an error) fault simulators 
monitor the further execution of the analyzed application. Any exceptional situations and 
messages (e.g. signaling error detection) are collected. At the end of the test execution, the 
results provided by disturbed application (if any) are judged for correctness. The Coverage 
Analyzer aggregates test results for each fault triggering instruction address (A) and its 
corresponding source code line. The color of the displayed source code lines and assembly 
instructions is related to the fault sensitivity. The color is weighted between green and red 
in correspondence to the percentage of test execution and result correctness. By clicking the 
single instruction or the source code line the detail information about number of tests and 
their results are displayed. 

The tool can cooperate with the database storing results of different testing 
experiments. For convenience, the generated view of integrated results can be stored in 
html file. 

4. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS 

The number of executions of a source line (call_num - Sec. 2) corresponds to various 
situations and can be interpreted in different way. It will be illustrated with an example. Let 
us look at a simple C program that calculates factorial of number n (Fig. 1). 
 
1 #include<stdio.h>   10 int main(int argc, char* argv[])  
2 int factorialIt(int n)     11 {    
3 {     12 int result; 
4  int ret = n;   13 int n=4; 
5 for(int i=1; i<n; ++i) { 14 result=factorialIt(n); 
6  ret*=i;   15 pintf("%d\n",result); 
7 }    16 return result; 
8 return ret;   17  } 
9 }       

Fig.1.  Example - source code. 
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The third line is executed once and its number of executions is equal to 1. The 
corresponding expansion of this line into assembly instructions is shown in Fig. 2. It was 
generated by the Coverage Analyzer using outcomes of IBM Rational Pure Coverage [6] 
and FITS or DInjector [8,9]. In this part of the code, the most of assembly instructions were 
also executed once, but the last one was executed more than once (18 times). It shows, that 
calling to a stack realized repeatedly by assembly instructions did not influenced the 
calculated line coverage.  
 
Source Line:       Line Coverage: 
- 3  {        1 
 Address: Opcode:  Mnemonic Number of times 
 00401030 55  push ebp  1 
 00401031 8BEC  mov ebp, esp  1 
 00401033 83EC48  sub esp, 0x48  1 
 00401036 53  push ebx  1 
 00401037 56  push esi  1 
 00401038 57  push edi  1 
 00401039 BD7DB8  lea edi, [ebp-48] 1 
 0040103C B912000000 mov ecx,0x12  1 
 00401041 B8CCCCCCCC mov eax, 0xCCCCCCCC 1 
 00401046 F3AB  rep:stosd  18 
- 4  int ret = n;       1 
 Address: Opcode:  Mnemonic Number of times 
 00401048 8B4508  mov eax, [ebp+08] 1 

0040104B 8945FC  mov [ebp-04], eax 1 
- 5 for (int i=1; i<n; ++i)     4 
 Address: Opcode:  Mnemonic Number of times 
 0040104E C745F801000000 mov [ebp-08], 0x1 1 
 00401055 EB09  jmp +0x9  1 
 00401057 8B4F8  mov ecx, [ebp-08] 3 
 0040105A 83C101  add ecx, 0x1  3 
 0040105D 894DF8  mov [ebp-08],ecx 3 
 00401060 8B55F8  mov, edx, [ebp-08] 4 

00401063 3B5508  cmp edx, [ebp+08] 4 
00401066 7D0C  jge +0xC  4 
 

Fig.2.  Example - code coverage results 
 

The next line of the source program (line 4) has line coverage equal to 1 and all its 
assembly instructions were once executed. In this case coverage results for both levels are 
exactly the same.  

The later case (line 5) illustrates the interpretation of loop for. The function was called 
with input parameter n = 4, therefore the condition in the loop was checked 4 times. Using 
one of coverage tools (IBM Rational Pure Coverage[6]), we obtained call_num equal 4 for 
line 5. The results at the assembly instruction level (Fig. 2) shows, that corresponding 
instructions were executed exactly 4 times but some less than 4 times (1 or 3). 

The number of executions associated with the lines can be different for different tools. 
For example, Coverage Validator [7] gave for the same program (Fig. 1) number of 
executions equal to 1 for line 5 (for statement). Lines number 7 and 8 were classified as 
being not covered at all, but while using the Pure Coverage they were covered with 
execution numbers 3 and 1, respectively. At the assembly instruction level also non-zero 
coverage was observed.  

Relation between line coverage and assembly instruction coverage on the set of 
programs was investigated experimentally. We analyzed a set of programs in C++ prepared 
by the students during different courses, or at their professional work, or some open-source 
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programs taken from Internet. The programs were used in the laboratories of code coverage 
analysis during the testing process. The exercises were devoted to measuring of coverage of 
functional test suites, creation of additional tests in order to increase the code coverage, 
selection of sub-optimal test suites and analysis of the uncovered code. The results are 
presented in [10]. Further, 31 programs with the prepared test cases were used in the 
experiments discussed in this paper.  

We compared numbers of executions (in short multiplicity) of code coverage for line 
code and assembly instructions. Three situations were observed: the number of execution of 
an assembly instruction is bigger than the number of execution of the enclosing code line, 
the number is less than the corresponding one, or the numbers are equal. The results 
averaged for all programs are shown in tab. 4.1.  

Table 4.1 
Distribution of relation between assembly instruction and line coverage  

Relation of coverages Number of code lines [in %] 

Multiplicity of assembly instruction coverage  >  Line coverage 40,62% 

Multiplicity  of assembly instruction coverage  <  Line coverage 15,30% 

Multiplicity of assembly instruction coverage  =  Line coverage 44,08% 

 
The experiments showed a significant discrepancy between the results of two kinds of 

coverage. Only in less than 50% of code lines the multiplicity of line coverage was the 
same as for the assembly instruction coverage. In 40% of cases assembly instruction 
coverage had higher multiplicity than line coverage. The relation was opposite one in the 
remaining 15% of cases.  

The statistical relations between code coverage and static and dynamic profile of the 
code were also evaluated for the set of programs. Using FITS, one of the combined tools, 
the following features were measured: the number of one- and two-bytes parts of 
instruction (opcode), number of bytes in instruction, number of one and zero bits in 
instruction and the number of instructions [8]. Static features were measured during the 
static code analysis while the dynamic features during the program execution. The 
correlation between the same static and dynamic profile was medium (Pearson correlation 
about 0.6-0.7) [11]. 

Static and dynamic profiles were also analyzed in relation to coverage of lines and 
functions. Coverage of lines and functions was the mostly correlated to the static number of 
bytes in an instruction. The correlation of all features is much higher for the method 
coverage (0.74-0.77) than for the line coverage (0.53-0.55 in the most cases). Coverage 
measures were weakly correlated with the dynamic features of the programs (Pearson 
correlation about 0.2, for the most features and about 0.06-0.08 for the two byte opcode). 

Coverage Analyzer is very helpful in dependability analysis as the user can easily 
correlate experimental results with the source code of the application, compare that with the 
coverage data and visually identify the most fault susceptible parts of the application. It was 
proved in many cases. For instance, the rectification column control algorithm examination 
through the fault injection showed that the single bit flip can significantly influence 
rectification process [12]. When the faults were located within the specific CPU register, 
visualizing experimental results we can clearly see the instructions within non-activity of 
the considered register [8]. At the same time, even in case of disturbing directly the fault 
triggering instructions, we observed that some of them are not fault sensitive. Such 
phenomena need further research. Nevertheless, visualization allows us to easily identify 
the subset of fault injection tests to analyze. 
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5. FINAL REMARKS 

In the paper the correlation between code coverage at different levels is discussed. The 
analysis was made with the use of the Coverage Analyzer tool, developed to integrate some 
coverage and experimental measures from several tools. The presented Coverage Analyzer 
tool proved its suitability in a variety of different usage. Integration of results from several 
tools let us to analyze software from different point of views. The correlation of the source 
code coverage with the underlying assembly instruction coverage showed some interesting 
aspects. At the other hand, the integration with fault simulators outcomes allow to analyze 
huge number of detailed fault injection results in user-friendly way. 
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ANALIZA POKRYCIA LINII KODU ORAZ POKRYCIA INSTRUKCJI 
MASZYNOWYCH 

Streszczenie 

Analiza pokrycia kodu wspiera różne czynności w rozwoju oprogramowania. Pokrycie na poziomie 
instrukcji maszynowych jest zwłaszcza istotne dla tworzenia i testowania aplikacji o wysokich 
wymaganiach niezawodnościowych. Dyskutowany jest problem rozbieżności pomiędzy pokryciem 
instrukcji maszynowych a pokryciem np. linii kodu. W celu wspomagania analizy pokrycia 
wykonano narzędzie, które integruje wyniki z różnych analizatorów programów w C++ (pokrycie 
linii i instrukcji maszynowych oraz rezultaty wstrzykiwania błędów). Przedstawiono wyniki 
eksperymentów badających pokrycia dla zbioru programów. Omówiono również statystyczne relacje 
pomiędzy pokryciem, a statycznymi i dynamicznymi cechami wykonywanego kodu. 


